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The human imagination. “Wouldn’t it be neat if we could………………” The ecosystem plays that game too, all the time, by throwing out novel combinations of genes to see what they can do. Can they obtain enough energy to survive to reproduce? If you fail, you die and your unique
combination of genes goes away. Humans do this too by forming new businesses based upon novel changes in information. The design team is always coming-up with something new that may catch-on in the broader economy. This is equivalent to a mutation occurring within the DNA of a cell
and the tools or structural element changing as a result. A new cell line emerges in a body that possibly can do things more efficiently than some previous types, just as technological cells (businesses) may emerge to grow and supplant a less efficient combination.

Two-headed calf. Most genetic mutations add little to the fitness of an individual and they are rapidly recycled after failing to compete in the environment. This is similar to an ill-conceived start-up business going bankrupt and their assets being sold and redistributed.
Humans are technological RNA and can play with information to create new tools, processes and structural elements. Sometimes new products get a foothold and sometimes they don’t and the business goes bankrupt. The energy finding, capturing and digesting organs can also potentially
innovate, with the help of designers, engineers and many other contributors. Many different energy producing ideas have been explored including fracking, nuclear plants, space based solar, PV, wind, hydro and more. But all of the other economic, metabolic activity that’s going on amongst the
other cell lines in the body, like medical research and medicine, military, public health, entertainment and more, depend upon the effectiveness of the organs that exist to constantly shovel fuel into the system to be refined to energize the kinetics of the metabolisms.

Technology in the energy sector converts crude oil to finished products, similar in function to mitochondria turning glucose into ATP.
To summarize, a nation, with all of its competing businesses is equivalent to a body with many specialized cell types churning out various products to be used locally, regionally and nationally. The organic body has many different organ systems to help maintain homeostasis including ones for
immunity, waste removal, oxygen acquisition, energy acquisition, water distribution, coordination and control of movement and more.
If a technological body’s energy procuring organs and behaviors become inadequate, the body begins to starve and all of the downstream metabolism begins to falter, businesses go bankrupt and people lose jobs. This is never a problem in the ecosystem since combinations that can’t survive are
simply recycled and other combinations are given a chance. If none of the individuals of a species are successful, then extinction occurs. Human societies have taken for granted their fuel sources and now must scramble to find adequate replacements. There may not be adequate replacements
which means society must change to function with the net energy provided by the new energy source or face extinction. The ecosystem, being run by sunlight, never has had a problem with energy sourcing because it’s always been there. If the sun were to disappear or grow too dim, the ecosystem
would simply die and not come back. Similarly for human technological society, when the fossil fuels are gone and substitute cell lines have failed to appear, then irreversible collapse occurs and death ensues. Perhaps the most damning feature of the human organism is its failure to establish limits
and a life cycle, instead growing like a cancer. The technological RNA, derived from the ecosystem where limits and life cycles are the rule, somehow fails to recognize their importance and/or are completely out of control of the processes that consume their lives. The industrial system has a hard
time with recycling because the failed bodies (building, machinery, tools) to not contribute any energy to their own recycling. Bacteria and fungi can break down and recycle ecosystem waste only because they can obtain energy by doing so.

Vultures eating an expired elephant in Africa. Waste in the ecosystem has a high energy content and can fuel the many decomposers. Human technological waste doesn’t have the same kind of energy content that would naturally favor the evolution of technological waste decomposers and
therefore much of it must be hauled to dumps and be removed from the circulation of the economy.

Technological (human form) RNA prototype. This kind of technology depends completely upon a successful energy sector to supply ample net energy.
Humans don’t really know how to set limits to their own growth. I think they’re waiting for external forces, the interaction between the quasi-species to set the limits for them. Let the forces of nature determine what we are to become. Unfortunately, left to nature, they will become extinct, using
the limited fossil fuel energy remaining to battle each other into submission. During WWII engineers and academics were working furiously on the Manhattan project to develop nuclear bombs to pound the competition into submission and even found a way to shunt that energy into the economy.
What military wonder are they working on now? Soon it won’t matter what they’ve been working on because by placing so much emphasis on military might, the system will soon be (if not already) be deprived of enough net energy to make any kind of transition. Like primitive fungi on a agar
plate, a nation’s only concern is with obtaining the nutrients and throwing a few antibiotics towards the competition if they get too close. They don’t see the limited nature of the nutrient medium and the enclosed glass ceiling overhead. Once they’ve exhausted their energy supplies and the
externalities of their wastes take their toll, not much will remain.
Humans are very capable in their technological exploits but are not very circumspect regarding themselves, what they are and what’s likely to occur. It is all more comforting to believe that a benevolent God is in control and that God wants us to grow and get rich without end. Very satisfying to
the limbic brain, makes you want to get out of bed in the morning as you imagine your own dopamine/opioid filled life with all of God’s bounty. And so they continue to fiddle with their technologies to speed up the flow of good things, striving to make the next big breakthrough, even as the
energy flow is falling behind the growth of the organism. They just never stepped back to see themselves, too busy competing for the rewards that flow from utilizing all of that fuel.
The industrial metabolism can be red-lined waiting for a new tool or cell line to appear from the intentional evolution of the designers and engineers, but eventually the fuel gauge reads empty. You can wait and wait and wait hoping that the right innovation appears until your nation grinds to a
halt. Evolution is not open-ended like the human mind. Sometimes things are not possible in the “real” world where physical, chemical and thermodynamic limitations scrap what seemed to be sophisticated, complex and enduring.

Here’s to avoiding an epic fail – we’re already more than half-way there.
Some identities for thinking about the problem.
Humans = RNA
Buildings/Homes = Cells
Nations = Species
Roads = Blood Vessels
Glucose = Fossil Fuels
Electricity/Gasoline = ATP
Information/Data = DNA
Hand Tools, Cars, Machinery = Protein Tools/Enzymes
Police Force = Immune System
Military = Antibiotics (Large scale aimed outward).
Collapsed Economy = Death/Extinction
Collapsed Ecosystem = Death/Extinction

Here is a map of the various human quasi-species, tribal areas which arose mostly because of geographic isolation and divergences in spoken language, a form of speciation.
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40 thoughts on “Nothing New Under the Sun”
1.

Apneaman said:
March 15, 2017 at 10:57 pm
Two-headed calf. Hmmmm, I wonder if that’s what inspired the double cheeseburger? Wouldn’t that be neat.
Reply
james said:
March 16, 2017 at 6:19 am
Undoubtedly there is a subconscious connection. My blog is turning into something of a photographic carnival show. “Come see the two-headed calf.”
Reply

2.

dave said:
March 16, 2017 at 5:52 am
Wisdom Is Meaningless
12 I, the Teacher, was king over Israel in Jerusalem. 13 I applied my mind to study and to explore by wisdom all that is done under the heavens. What a heavy burden God has laid on mankind! 14 I have seen all the things that are done under the sun; all of them are meaningless, a chasing
after the wind.
15
What is crooked cannot be straightened;
what is lacking cannot be counted.
16 I said to myself, “Look, I have increased in wisdom more than anyone who has ruled over Jerusalem before me; I have experienced much of wisdom and knowledge.” 17 Then I applied myself to the understanding of wisdom, and also of madness and folly, but I learned that this, too, is a
chasing after the wind.
18
For with much wisdom comes much sorrow;
the more knowledge, the more grief.
ecclesiastes 1 : 12 – 18
Reply
james said:
March 16, 2017 at 6:17 am
It’s only slightly less meaningless than lack of wisdom. Most of the wisdom is written in the subconscious and it said just this morning,”Get me a cup of coffee and a donut and I care not what you think.” I complied.
Reply

3.

Apneaman said:
March 19, 2017 at 4:23 am
Air Pollution Denial Is the New Climate Denial
The latest right-wing lie is even crazier than the supposed global warming “hoax.” But it’s gaining influence in the Trump administration.
https://newrepublic.com/article/141260/air-pollution-denial-new-climate-denial
Go long on asthma inhalers and home air filtration.
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 6:38 am
Many decades ago, the “environmentalists” were defined as an offshoot of the communist party and a green scare ensued. Anything that hinders the Maximum Power Principle is seen as evil as it threatens to deprive some of the most acquisitive egos an opportunity to accumulate and
dominate. Don’t stand in the way of my cancerous growth, my pursuit of profits. The more resources and energy that are passed through the processes of the various malignant cell lines, the more fractional profit can be derived and the more the cell line can fission and grow. If you
can grow it large and healthy, you can cash-in later and take your chips off the table, find a nice place to live that hasn’t been chopped and macerated. I wouldn’t doubt that most of the dedicated psychopaths would pass the entirety of the finite resources of the planet through their
malignant processes just to personally derive a ten-percent profit.
Air particles? You can’t see’em, therefore they do not exist and anyway they’re potentially standing in the way of the MPP. Human RNA don’t really matter that much. You employ them in your processes using information and tools and when they’re worn-out, you discard them and
let the medical industry, which is pursuing its own MPP, wring every last dime out of them.
Now that the corporations have profited as much as possible from the disparity in wages and wealth between Asia and the United States, it’s time to gently nudge the American middle-class into their new parity with the average Asian worker. The oligarchs were going to push the
profiteering further with the Trans-Pacific Partnership, but Trump nixed that idea. American workers are real nice but will complain when the floor falls out and they’re face-to-face with their lean and hungry Asian competitors. Perhaps these are just the contraction pains of
globalization where political correctness assures us that everyone will work twelve-hours per day for the same poverty-level wages. No says Trump, we’ll throw-out environmental protection, healthcare and the Mexicans and level the playing field. Make America great again for –
corporations. The net energy available to the world’s industrial processes gets smaller every day as world debt explodes in a futile Keynesian hormonal dump that seems not to have any effect upon the cells whose receptors are saturated. I wonder how this is going to turn-out in the
end?
Reply

4.

dave said:
March 19, 2017 at 9:22 am
kinda funny…
http://www.ninapaley.com/NinasAdventuresArchives/100Ecollusion.JPEG.jpg
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 11:17 am
Dopagreen, it’s the new dopamine, have fun.
Reply

5.

dave said:
March 19, 2017 at 9:31 am
zizek has done a whole shtick on this, the redemption of capitalism through consumption, genius…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P18UK5IMRDI
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 11:22 am
I like the comment “Someone get that man an off-brand Kleenex.” Most people don’t think about Africa or the environment, but if Starbucks points out that coffee purchases helps these never thought of things, that’s double-plus good for Starbucks.
Reply

6.

dave said:
March 19, 2017 at 10:04 am
so, i kinda liked this guy’s schtick, a mirror test based on smell for dogs. i guess that the only real measure of ability is the ability to access available energy (create entropy). humans, on a pound for pound basis, with their big brains, opposable thumbs, and predatory eyesight, are the hands
down world champs in that category. something like that…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQlf_b08OX4
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 12:15 pm
Yea, the mirror test isn’t anything definitive although it’s fun to play around with and indicates some self-perception, but not intelligence. Humans seem to measure intelligence by how well we manipulate and remember alphabetic and numerical symbols and relationships. If you get
good grades you may find yourself doing highly skilled repetitive work in a technological cell. How intelligent is that? Cells and molecular RNA did it billions of years ago. It’s really not necessary except to eliminate a few finite energy gradients and then we’ll likely be done. The
cetaceans would be laughing if it didn’t hurt so much, watching humans be put back in cells by evolution. Ultimately the jokes on the dumbass ape.
Reply

7.

Samuel said:
March 19, 2017 at 6:19 pm
It’s interesting that Dave Cohen put the clip from True Detective at the end of his essay, a clip he’s used many times through the years. I certainly understand that he wanted to tell the tale of what we are in his own way, and I have enjoyed gleaning information from his insights and research
concerning the machinations of our brain functions; however, I think Peter Wessel Zapffe covered our nature definitively and concisely, for my purposes, and I’m anxiously awaiting the release of his 600-page “On the Tragic” for additional fleshing out.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Messiah
This is a pretty good interview about Rust Cohle’s beliefs, but the focus on Ligotti is a tad misleading: Zapffe’s concepts were the primary driving force in Ligotti’s book and in his overall thinking; thus, Cohle spouts predominantly pure Zapffe.
http://www.vulture.com/2014/02/philosopher-assesses-true-detective-characters-rust-cohle-marty-hart.html
I find Zapffe particularly fascinating because he had such a rich life: long-term marriage, close friends, love of nature, strong sense of humor, obvious good health since he lived to almost 91, superb education and career… and he still objectively thought we shouldn’t walk the earth.
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 10:45 pm
From Wikipedia: “Zapffe’s theory is that humans are born with an overdeveloped skill (understanding, self-knowledge) which does not fit into nature’s design. The human craving for justification on matters such as life and death cannot be satisfied, hence humanity has a need that
nature cannot satisfy. The tragedy, following this theory, is that humans spend all their time trying not to be human. The human being, therefore, is a paradox.”
We’re just what we’re meant to be. We had to have the knowledge to create and use the information and tools to eliminate the stored energy. That’s job one. With our new tools like guns, chainsaws and nets, we do our best to relieve the ecosystem, soils and fossil fuel gradients of their
energy. Not very glorious work, but we’ve become the RNA in an evolving system parallel to the ecosystem. Humans can’t really continue to identify with the ecosystem or preserve it because our mandate is to devour and destroy it, so we put our identity in the technological system,
the cancer, and pat ourselves on the back each year for our wondrous ability to grow – like a cancer, hoping that one day we can escape in to space (Star Wars, Star Trek, Space X).
We spun-off from the main ecosystem, identify ourselves with the new technosystem, and then feel no remorse in devouring the system that gave birth to us, because it’s not us any longer. We’re comfortable in our cancer cells surrounded by synthetic materials. We cover-up our odors,
bodily functions and the like that link us to the ecosystem and apparent connections to the cellular world. The technosystem feeds us from the ecosystem (although the food is wrapped in plastic with colors added and in appealing shapes to disguise the carnage). The ecosystem is
diminished a little more each year as the cancer spreads and soon we face the horrible realization that destruction of the ecosystem means destruction of the technosystem too.
I would like to read more of Zapffe whenever it comes out. It must really bug Dave Cohen that the typical subconscious mind has no interest in preserving the ecosystem, but would rather consume it from the safety of its technological cells.
Reply
Samuel said:
March 22, 2017 at 2:20 pm
“We spun-off from the main ecosystem, identify ourselves with the new technosystem, and then feel no remorse in devouring the system that gave birth to us, because it’s not us any longer.”
james, you are gifted in accurate, synoptic description…
Apneaman, one tiny reason out of many concerning why I was pleased to find Zapffe is that I could finally fling into the faces of the Bright-Siders (hat tip to Barbara Ehrenreich) a presumably “healthy,” obviously successful example of an extremely pessimistic thinker,
someone of sufficient stature in the world to earn a Wikipedia entry since apparently we average/pessimistic/reasonably content and functioning Joes don’t register! I’ve argued with a few close friends for years who consider pessimistic thought to be based on lousy mothering
and familial depression (Schopenhauer) or mental illness and physical disability (Ligotti), for example, while completely ignoring the severe mental issues and social failures of Nietzsche, who went the other way and became overly optimistic about mankind’s possibilities,
complete wishful thinking to me.
Anyway, here are two interviews with Ligotti, both gratifying reads:
http://www.ligotti.net/showthread.php?t=8726
http://www.teemingbrain.com/interview-with-thomas-ligotti/
Reply
Apneaman said:
March 22, 2017 at 2:51 pm
Thank you, Samuel. Mental illness they call it eh? Some of those mental illness claims I see as Argumentum ad populum. He don’t think like us. He’s sick – medication time.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/hide-and-seek/201206/depressive-realism
Reply
Apneaman said:
March 19, 2017 at 10:51 pm
Samuel, maybe it was Zapffe’s long and privileged life that made it possible for him to contemplate such things? I think that’s how it is for me. There could be some biologly in there too, but I’m pretty sure my Canadian middle class white boy status has a lot to do with it. I’ve been on
many a doomer site and have read thousands of comments and have yet to hear any guys and gals from Somalia or Bangladesh weigh in on these issues. Methinks they are preoccupied with trying to survive. Dooming is a pastime of the privileged.
I liked True Detective/Rust Chloe and saw the clip at the end of the 4th Flatland essay last week which prompted me to binge watch True Detective again (because I can). Afterwards, I stumbled across that Vulture article, learned about Ligotti and reserved Ligotti’s “The Conspiracy
Against the Human Race: A Contrivance of Horror” from my local library. I’ll pick it up next week-ish. More stuff the guys and gals from Somalia and Bangladesh don’t get to do because they did not win the genetic lottery like me.
Reply

8.

Apneaman said:
March 19, 2017 at 7:41 pm
And you may find yourself doing highly skilled repetitive work in a technological cell
And you may ask yourself
Well…How did I get here?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1wg1DNHbNU
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Same as it ever was…
Reply
james said:
March 19, 2017 at 10:52 pm
Most people spend their lives going through the motions and sneak-by to their Valhalla without ever knowing the nature of their existence. Even if they were capable and wanted to know, would it change anything or would it be the same as it ever was.
Reply

9.

dolph said:
March 20, 2017 at 1:00 am
Human population: 7.5 billion
Great ape population: 500,000
Interesting species, aren’t we. Why not celebrate ourselves?
Reply
james said:
March 20, 2017 at 9:02 am
Our lives are an orgy of gradient reduction. The ecosystem is being reduced, the fossil fuel gradients are being reduced, the American middle-class is being reduced, college graduate earnings are being reduced. Anywhere you can find some stored energy, the humans will design some
conduits to get at it. In the end we’ll just have a bunch of worthless conduits from which energy cannot be squeezed. We’ll wish we were back hunting antelopes on the African plains because it was a rapidly recharging gradient. Knock it down and it just comes back. But we’ll
probably unwind the ecosystem so much, there won’t be anything to go back to. We can celebrate our wondrous expansion now, but it won’t be long until everything reducible is reduced and the jobless human conduits will start fighting with and eating each other.
Reply

10.

dave said:
March 20, 2017 at 10:51 am
“The idea of Gaia is anticipated most clearly in a line from the Tao Te Ching, the oldest Taoist scripture. In ancient Chinese rituals, straw dogs were used as offerings to the gods. During the ritual they were treated with the utmost reverence. When it was over and they were no longer needed
they were trampled on and tossed aside: ‘Heaven and earth are ruthless, and treat the myriad creatures as straw dogs.’ If humans disturb the balance of the Earth they will be trampled on and tossed aside. Critics of the Gaia theory say they reject it because it is unscientific. The truth is that
they fear and hate it because it means that humans can never be other than straw dogs”~ John N. Gray, Straw Dogs: Thoughts on humans and other animals
Reply
james said:
March 20, 2017 at 11:10 am
After the human consumption orgy there’s going to be a Gaia party. Check it out.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttd8Q-_pvBE
Also known as crushing the gr-apes.
Reply
dave said:
March 21, 2017 at 7:26 am
people should spend more time drinking and dancing and singing. they should tell their psychopathic status addicted “leaders” to go fuck themselves. but you can’t get too much entropy made when you’re passed out drunk. so that won’t work.
i spent the afternoon bowling yesterday. so i made my contribution to society…
Reply
james said:
March 21, 2017 at 10:12 am
Might as well enjoy yourself because it’s all going into the waste pile. I’m always amused by the people that say we can support ten-billion people on this planet as if it’s a sustainable proposition. They can’t even perceive the damage that’s already occurred.
Reply

11.

james said:
March 21, 2017 at 5:22 pm
Here’s a good recent analysis of the Limits to Growth projections. Seems like BAU is right on course.
http://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/MSSI-ResearchPaper-4_Turner_2014.pdf
“However, the increased industrial activity requires ever increasing resource inputs (albeit offset by improvements in efficiency), and resource extraction requires capital (machinery) which is produced by the industrial sector (which also produces consumption goods). Until the nonrenewable resource base is reduced to about 50 per cent of the original or ultimate level, the World3 model assumed only a small fraction (5 per cent) of capital is allocated to the resource sector, simulating access to easily obtained or high quality resources, as well as improvements in
discovery and extraction technology. However, as resources drop below the 50 per cent level in the early part of the simulated 21st century and become harder to extract and process, the capital needed begins to increase. For instance, at 30 per cent of the original resource base, the fraction of
total capital that is allocated in the model to the resource sector reaches 50 per cent, and continues to increase as the resource base is further depleted (shown in Meadows et al., 1974). With significant capital subsequently going into resource extraction, there is insufficient capital available to
fully replace degrading capital within the industrial sector itself. Consequently, despite heightened industrial activity attempting to satisfy multiple demands from all sectors and the population, actual industrial output (per capita) begins to fall precipitously from about 2015, while pollution
from the industrial activity continues to grow. The reduction of inputs to agriculture from industry, combined with pollution impacts on agricultural land, leads to a fall in agricultural yields and food produced per capita. Similarly, services (eg. health and education) are not maintained due to
insufficient capital and inputs. Diminishing per capita supply of services and food causes a rise in the death rate from about 2020
(and a somewhat lower rise in the birth rate, due to reduced birth control options).
The global population therefore falls, at about half a billion per decade, starting at about 2030. Following the collapse, the output of the World3 model for the BAU (Figure 1) shows that average living standards for the aggregate population (material wealth, food and services per capita
basically reflecting OECD-type conditions) resemble those of the early 20th century. “
Reply

12.

Apneaman said:
March 21, 2017 at 10:21 pm
No real mention of infrastructure in that piece, which leads me to think it’s optimistic and not thoroughly thought out. In the US the 2013 infrastructure report card had an overall D+ grade and it was the same this year, so in spite of the billions sunk into it in 4 years it stayed in the same
spot. Maybe I’m missing something, but I don;t see how the cancer could do anything but become less efficient as the infrastructure, the so called back bone, continues to crumble. I don’t think these guys are stupid, it’s just that I have been on the tools my whole life (billion dollar industrial
projects) and have noticed more than once that these engineer office types miss some of the practicalities. It happens when everything you know is theoretical.
Reply
james said:
March 22, 2017 at 8:19 am
Sounds like as more money and credit is pumped into finding and developing low EROEI projects, the remainder of society is starved. Few resources for upgrading deteriorating infrastructure, military, medical, education, transportation. Metabolic connections become attenuated and
then stop altogether. Nations fight over the life sustaining nutrients to pacify the idle human RNA that are no longer being supplied with essential organic nutrients. The problem is that they can’t stop the growth, they can only encourage it, thereby guaranteeing a massive catastrophe.
The politicians and lapdog economists miss some of the practicalities too.
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
March 22, 2017 at 3:23 pm
Dave Cohen is threatening to run away from home and never come back…………..again.
I wonder if Dave understands what ‘motivates’ him to keep claiming he’s finished?
“This is very likely the last time you will be able to make comments on this website. If you’ve got something to say, you had better say it now.
— Dave”
http://www.declineoftheempire.com/2017/03/the-best-kept-secret-on-earth.html
I wonder if Dave understands what ‘motivates’ him to keep claiming he’s finished?
Reply
james said:
March 22, 2017 at 5:34 pm
I don’t know what’s going through Dave Cohen’s mind, but I can very well understand his impulse to close-up shop. Humans don’t want to know they’re going to die (belief in afterlife helps) and they surely don’t want to know that their cozy cancerous, consumerist lifestyle will end
in their own demise. They don’t want help or edification because they depend upon their delusions to get through another day in the cancer metabolism.
iq
Intelligence Quotient Distribution
Those from 115 to the left probably don’t have much interest in what Dave has to say and would rather chit-chat on Facebook. Those from 115 to the right are probably capable of understanding but are subject to the same weaknesses and biases found in the other 85% of the
population. Then you have to ask yourself how many are really curious about what Dave has to say. A few here and there. In the end, it’s a very small audience without much applause and no compensation. This is what you get for trying to figure things out. You find out that people
don’t want to know. From the viewpoint of a dissipative structure it’s probably a waste of energy and time. He keeps coming back because maybe, just maybe, he’ll get the credit he deserves. But that can’t happen in a world where mental delusions are more important than real matters
of life and death.
“Stop raining on our parade Dave.”
Reply
dave said:
March 24, 2017 at 5:11 am
kinda funny…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rh6qqsmxNs
Reply
james said:
March 24, 2017 at 6:38 am
And most of the crowd that is clapping is stupid, full of BS, and/or nuts.
Reply
dave said:
March 24, 2017 at 5:13 am
even funnier. according to that bell curve, i’m probably somewhere in the top 2% of human intelligence. but i look at myself, and feel pretty fucking stupid.
Reply
james said:
March 24, 2017 at 6:48 am
For fun I took an IQ test on computer at work and scored 130, but I think I’m lower than that. I have higher scores on the curiosity distribution. There should be an intellectual curiosity score. Some people with lots of top-line machinery may have an average score.
My dad scored 130 on an IQ test back in the late forties or early fifties, but he was an overachiever whereas I am an underachiever. 🙂 He had some obvious, strong biases and I probably do too, but I won’t admit it.
Reply
dave said:
March 24, 2017 at 5:29 am
even funnier. someone like maybe ray kurzweil, is probably out somewhere on the long tail to the right. probably dave cohen too…
Reply
james said:
March 24, 2017 at 6:42 am
They probably have great mental capabilities, but someone threw a spanner into the machinery. Kurzweil says the singularity will probably be about 2045. He’s nuts. We’ll destroy ourselves before 2045 and that’s no bullshit.
Reply

14.

Apneaman said:
March 22, 2017 at 9:24 pm
James, I thought you and Dave and even xraymike had your blogs to meet and talk to the few people who had similar thoughts and questions about the state and fate of the humans? The chances of meeting those people in the real world approach ‘winning lotto ticket’ odds. Those people
find you guys through their efforts. It’s not like y’all have big advertising budgets or grandma is sharing your link on Facebook. I’ve seen Cohen flip out on people for slight differences of opinions and threaten to run away more times than I can remember. Reminds me of an ex girlfriend
from my early 20’s. Poor Dave, the few folks who show interest he pushes away or runs away, but so far he keeps coming back eh? Dave does not know himself. Maybe he can’t stand being human either? Can’t accept that he has a few social monkey needs too? I mean if he was a 100%
introvert he would never have started the blog to begin with. Someone give that man a hug!
Reply
james said:
March 23, 2017 at 6:35 am
There is no other avenue to express your thoughts. If you’re a Guy McPherson in academia and don’t stay on the MPP message, you’re jettisoned. Dave just provides something interesting to read, on-topic, which tends to be pretty scarce, but I never comment as I don’t want to set-off
the hair trigger. I think he’ll come back as long as it’s personally rewarding for him. As for me, I would become the PewDiePie of doom except that people are generally repulsed by what I write rather than being attracted to it. But there is the reward of seeing reality and human
systematic existence in a whole new light, beyond a bias or two.
Reply

15.

dave said:
March 24, 2017 at 5:36 am
the age old question: are humans smarter than yeast?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-how-and-why-sex-differences/201111/how-avoid-population-overshoot-and-collapse
Reply
james said:
March 24, 2017 at 8:46 am
That’s a good article. But most scientists still fail to recognize that the richness of nutrients only opened to humans as they evolved into their systematic organization. A yeast cell may drop onto a nutritious medium and grow exponentially, but humans were not dropped onto a new
nutritious medium that allowed exponential growth, the medium had always been there. Humans had to get the tools to metabolize the gradients and to do so they had to become the technological RNA.
Reply
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